
Determining Tragic Hero Status: Writing Notes 

Sample claim  

 In The Flash, Ralph Hemecker use Barry Allen’s mistake in changing the timeline and the massive 

effects on those around him to show that by trying to make things better, people can often cause 

catastrophic things to occur instead.  

II. Body 1: 1st main point/heroic characteristic #1  

A. Transition from thesis statement into point 1 

1. Start with a subordinating conjunction or dependent clause about the topic idea 

(although, while, whereas, even though, despite, through the use of, with the author’s use of, 

however, etc.) 

B. Quotation from play to support main point 1 

1. Introduce evidence – what is happening in the play at this moment? 

2. Cite evidence (Use a blended sentence; include correct MLA internal citation) 

3. Explain (3-4 sentences) how this quotation from the play proves point in thesis.  

a. What is the specific trait? How do we see that here? 

C. Quotation from literary critic article to support your 1st main point 

1. Introduce evidence – what is Wheeler discussing?  

2. Cite evidence (Use a blended sentence; include correct MLA internal citation) 

3. Explain (3-4 sentences) how this quotation from the critic proves your point in thesis.  

a. How does this support your position? Be specific 

D. Tie both points back to universal idea 

  1. Explain in 2-3 sentences. 

  2. Somewhere in the explanation state/reword universal idea 

 

Sample body paragraph  

While Barry had the best of intentions, he made a critical error when he changed the timeline by saving his 

mother.  Once Barry attempts to change the timeline, the side effects are massive. Once he returns to Star Labs 

with his team, he is confronted with numerous life changes that have negatively impacted his team. Most 

notably, his friendship with Cisco is ruined due to his brother Dante’s death, for which Cisco blames Barry. 

Barry attempts to apologize and justify his actions: 

Barry: I just wanted things back to how they were. Just fixed. 

Cisco: If you wanted things fixed, maybe you should have gone back in time and stopped my brother 

from dying (“Paradox”).  

Barry sets out with the best of intentions and tries to right his wrongs by fixing the timeline. Instead of helping, 

though, Barry makes his friends’ lives worse, most notably by causing Dante’s death. As Wheeler states, 

Barry’s freedom to choose and act is the cause of great harm. Regardless of Barry’s intentions, his willful action 

was a personal choice that brings about tragedy, and becomes catastrophic: “the subject freely takes an action 

that brings about the disaster. The decision (always made out of free will) then results in a chain of unstoppable 

and unforeseen negative events” (Wheeler). Barry becomes a tragic hero because of these negative events that 

he sets into motion. Barry’s intention was not to kill Dante, but that was what happened, and he is responsible 

for both his actions, and the harm that is caused as a result. Barry set out with the best of intentions, but by 

trying to fix one problem, he created numerous more. Barry becomes a tragic hero because in attempting to 

make things better, he makes a mistake, for which numerous negative events unfold. As a result, Barry, as a 

tragic hero, serves as a warning that even with good intentions, negative consequences are still possible and can 

make a person’s life (and those of his or her loved ones’) much worse.  



See the comments to the right that explain what you need to include in your writing.  

In The Flash, Ralph Hemecker use Barry Allen’s mistake in changing the timeline and the massive 

effects on those around him to show that by trying to make things better, people can often cause catastrophic 

things to occur instead.  

While Barry had the best of intentions, he made a critical error when he changed the timeline by saving 

his mother.  Once Barry attempts to change the timeline, the side effects are massive. Once he returns to Star 

Labs with his team, he is confronted with numerous life changes that have negatively impacted his team. Most 

notably, his friendship with Cisco is ruined due to his brother Dante’s death, for which Cisco blames Barry. 

Barry attempts to apologize and justify his actions: 

Barry: I just wanted things back to how they were. Just fixed. 

Cisco: If you wanted things fixed, maybe you should have gone back in time and stopped my brother 

from dying (“Paradox”).  

Barry sets out with the best of intentions and tries to right his wrongs by fixing the timeline. Instead of helping, 

though, Barry makes his friends’ lives worse, most notably by causing Dante’s death. As Wheeler states, 

Barry’s freedom to choose and act is the cause of great harm. Regardless of Barry’s intentions, his willful action 

was a personal choice that brings about tragedy, and becomes catastrophic: “the subject freely takes an action 

that brings about the disaster. The decision (always made out of free will) then results in a chain of unstoppable 

and unforeseen negative events” (Wheeler). Barry becomes a tragic hero because of these negative events that 

he sets into motion. Barry’s intention was not to kill Dante, but that was what happened, and he is responsible 

for both his actions, and the harm that is caused as a result. Barry set out with the best of intentions, but by 

trying to fix one problem, he created numerous more. Barry becomes a tragic hero because in attempting to 

make things better, he makes a mistake, for which numerous negative events unfold. As a result, Barry, as a 

tragic hero, serves as a warning that even with good intentions, negative consequences are still possible and can 

make a person’s life (and those of his or her loved ones’) much worse.  

 

Commented [CN1]: Establish topic idea: what tragic 
characteristic are you discussing first? (this should be the 
first characteristic in your thesis) 

Commented [CN2]: Introduce your evidence: what 
information is essential for your reader? Remember, you 
don’t want to summarize the entire play, but the events 
that are most important to understanding your evidence.  

Commented [CN3]: Blend your sentence!  

Commented [CN4]: Pick strong evidence: this needs to 
definitively prove/show the characteristic you will be 
analyzing.  

Commented [CN5]: In your own words, how does this 
evidence reveal a tragic characteristic.  

Commented [CN6]: Transition into Wheeler, and blend 
your evidence 

Commented [CN7]: Clearly identify how Wheeler 
supports your interpretation of a tragic hero. Be specific, 
and make sure to reference the criteria 

Commented [CN8]: Make sure you address the universal 
idea; what message is the author trying to send? What 
lesson should we as the audience learn by reading about 
this tragic hero?  


